
23" LINDA 
COPYRIGHT 1999 
(Fits Pin-up torso, Pin-up Arms 
and Linda legs) 

FABRICS & NOTIONS 
2 yds of Eyelet lace (at least 16" wide) 
3 yds of Nylon Tricot for slip 
1/8 yd of Lace for top 
1/4 yd of satin for top and sleeves 
1/4 yd of Lace/Net for sleeves 
25 yds of 112" flat lace for slip 
1 1/2 yds of 1" wide fancy ribbon 
1/4 yd of 1/4" wide rose trim for waist 
21/2 yds of fancy cord for top, neck and 

hair 
3/8 yd of 1/8" elastic for sleeves 
3 small flower 
1 large flower 

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS 
BEFORE CUTTING FABRIC 

NOTES: 
1. WRST: With Right Sides Together 
2. All seams are 1/4" unless otherwise 

inducted. 
3. For professional results, clip seams at 

curves and comers and press frequently 
during construction. 

SLIP & SKIRT 
CONSTRUCTION 

1. Cut 10 strips of the tricot 2" X 45" 
2. Sew all the strips together to make a 

long strip. 
3. Put a gathering stitch at the top of the 

strip. 
4. Pull the gathers to fit the bottom of 

piece "A". 
5. Cut 15 strips of the tricot 2" X 45" 
6. Repeat steps 2 and 3. 
7. Pull the gathers to fit the bottom of the 

layer that you just sev.ted on. 
8. Cut 20 strips of the tricot 2" X 45" 
9. Repeat steps 6 and 7. 
10. Sew the flat lace to the bottom of the 

last layer of ruffles use a small zigzag 
stitch. 
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11 . Sew up the back of the slip the 3 ruffles. 
Set the slip aside. 

12. Put a gathering stitch on the top of the 
eyelet lace. Finish off the cut edge on 
the back of the skirt with a narrow hem. 

13. Pull the gathers to fit between the dots 
on the waist band, pin and sew. 

14. Sew the slip on to the waist band. 
15. Fold the waist band on the fold line and 

hand stitch down. 

TOP CONSTRUCTION 
16. Put a narrow hem on the top and the 

bottom of the piece 8 and piece C. 
17. Put the right side of the piece 8 and the 

wrong side of piece C together, Put a 
gathering stitch on the center front U. 

18. Pull the gathers to make a small cluster, 
and hand sew the cluster succor. 

19. Put a gather stitch at the bottom of 
pieceC. 

20. Pull the gathers to fit to the waistband, 
and hand sew the top to the waist band. 

21. Take the fancy cord and hand sew it to 
the bottom and top of waist band. Then 
hand sew the cord to the top of the bust 
and then to the bottom of the bust. ( this 
is to enhance the bust line). 

22. Hand sew the small rose trim to the top 
of the waistband and above the cord. 

23. Hand sew the hooks and eyes to the 
back of the dress top and waistband to 
hold the dress on to the doll. 

SLEEVE CONSTRUCTION 

24. Fold the sleeve ruffle in half and put a 
gathering stitch around the cut edge. 

25. Do this for all 4 ruffles. 
26. Put the right side of the satin and wrong 

side of the lace (you will have to put a 
small gathering stitch on the lace to fit 
the satin). 

27. Pin the ruffle to the sleeve on the two 
sides, sew with a good 1/4" seam. 

28. Then tum the seam to the wrong side of 
the satin and sew down to make a 
caSing for the elastic ( This will make 
the ruffle stand out.) 

29. Put the 1/8" elastic in the caSing and 
sew the sleeve seam, make sure that 
you sew the elastic. 

30. The right sleeve needs to be tacked to 
the dress and the left sleeve will not be 
attached. 
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This pattern contains 7 pieces. They are as 
follows: 

A- Slip Top 
8- Satin Top 
C- Lace Top 
0- Sleeve 
E- Sleeve Ruffle 
F- Waistband 
G- Skirt 
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23" LINDA 
SKIRT 

72" X 16" 
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-23" LlNDA
WAIST BAND 

CUT 1 
OUT OF 1" RIBBON 

PLACE LACE SCALLOPS HERE 
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23" LINDA 
-SLEEVE RUFFLE--

CUT4 OF LACE 
2 1/2" X 17" 
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-FOLD HERE-
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23" LINDA 
SLEEVE 

CUT 2 OF LACE 7" X 14" 
CUT 2 OF SATIN 7" Xii" 
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23" HOPE LADY BODY 
Copyright 1999 

(Fits 23" Hope Torso, 23" Hope Legs, 
23" Hope Arms, or 22" Pin-Up Arms 

FABRICS & SUPPLIES 
112 yd. Muslin - leg/arm tubes 
6" CPVC Pipe (hot water pipe) - right leg 
30" Romex Wire 10 Gauge - armature 
Strapping Tape 
Polyfil 
Hot Glue Gun 
Glue Sticks 

PATTERN NUMBER DA 1435 

THE DOLL 

ARTWORKS LLC 
288SHWY£ 

LATHAM MO 65050 
800-886-3655 

TEL 660-.458-6373 
FAX 660-458-6376 
dol/artworks. com 
dolJart@iland.net 

22-Gauge Floral Wire or Heavy Craft Thread - arm & leg casings 
20mm Shoulder plate Connector - OPTIONAL 
1 Fancy Weighted Doll Stand by Doll Artworks, Inc. - OPTIONAL 

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE CUTTING FABRIC 
GREENWARE PREPARATION: 
A. In the leather-hard stage the doll head may be attached to the torso with the "Wet Stick Method" explained at 
the end of this pattern or a shoulder plate connector can be used. 
B. If you are using a Fancy Weighted Doll Stand by D.A., drill a 3/8" hole in the sole of the right shoe. Butt the 
hole up to the heel. 
HELPFUL INFORMATION: 
C. Our original doll is made with Ben Porcelain Slip. If your doll is made with a brand of porcelain that does not 
shrink as much as Bell Porcelain then adjustments on the cloth body and clothing pattems will be necessary. 
D. Measurements fordo" made ofBe/1 porcelain Slip are as follows: Head Clr. 71/4", B.YJ.t10 1/2", ~ 67/8", 
.tI!R~.JO 7/8", Neck to Waist (center back) 4 5/8", Right Arm Length (center front top edge of groove to-middle 
finger tip) 73/4", Length Left Arm {center back top edge of groove to middle finger tiP) 7 314", Right and Left . 
Arm Cir. 3" each, Length Right Leg (center back top edge of groove to bottom of shoe heel) 111/8", Right Leg 
~ 61/4", Left Leg Cir. 61/4". 
BODY CONSTRUCTION: 
1. Sew 114" casings on each end of the 
armlleg tubes. 
2. Fold tubes on the fold line and sew the 
tube seam starting and stopping at the els. 
Backstitch at the beginning and end of the 
seams. 
3. Turn tubes right side out. 

DOLL ASSEMBL Y: 
4. Cut 2 pieces of 10 gauge Romex wire 
each 1511 long. On one end of each wire 
measure down 31/4" and mark this spot on 
the wire, then bend the same end into a 
small II U II shape. On the opposite end of 
the wire measure down 2" and mark on the 
wire. Prepare both wires. Set aside. 
5. OPTIONAL: Connect head to torso with 
a shoulder plate connector if you didnlt use 
the "Wet Stick Method". 
6. OPTIONAL: Push CPVC pipe into the 
right leg as far as it will go. This will cover 

the hole drilled in the shoe and provide a 
rod channel for the Fancy Weighted Doll 
Stand by D.A. 
7. Place the right leg on the doll stand to 
keep the CPVC in the correct pOSition, then 
stuff both legs with polyfil to mid thigh. QQ 
not stuff the rod channel. 
8. Insert the "U" ends of the Romex wire 
into the legs. Center the wire and stuff 
around the wire with polyfilleaving the top 
1/211 of the porcelain leg open. Fill this 
open space with hot glue. Let cool. 
9. Insert 22-gauge floral wire into the cloth 
leg casings. Slide the cloth body tube over 
the leg armature and tightly tie casing wire 
around the porcelain leg at the groove. The 
cloth leg seam should be pOSitioned at the 
leg center back. Prepare both legs. 
10. HINT: For ease of inserting the cloth 
tubes through the torso and armholes: Pull 
the arm end of the body tube as far up on 

the armature wire as possible and tape the 
casing to the wire with strapping tape. 
11. Bend a slight curve in the right leg 
armature wire then insert the wire into the 
right torso leg hole and out of the JBt. 
armhole. Remove the tape. 
12. Stuff the porcelain arm with pOlyfil to 
the elbow. Put a small amount of glue in 
the arm. Insert armature wire into the 
porcelain arm to the 2" mark. Stuff polyfil 
around the wire. Fill the top 1/2" of the arm 
with hot glue. Let cool. 
13. Insert wire into the cloth arm casing. 
Tightly tie the casing around the porcelain 
arm at the groove. Bend excess wire tails 
over the end of the porcelain arm. Lightly 
fill the cloth arm with polyfil. Allow stuffing 
to enter into the porcelain part of the upper 
arm then close the cloth arm opening with a 
whip stitch. Repeat for opposite arm and 
leg. The armS are the correct lengths when 
the elbows are even with the waistline. 
14. The porcelain left leg tQP is slanted. 
When the doll stands, the left leg should be 
positioned to stand on its toe. When 
standing on the toe both leg tops will be 
level. 
15. With a small wooden dowel, firmly stuff 
the shoulders to waist area with small 
amounts of polyfil. This will stabilize the 
armature. 
16. With polyfil, stuff the cloth legs to a 
slight firmness and continue stuffing the 
leg tubes about 314" to 1" into the torso. 
Close the cloth leg openings with a whip 
stitch. 

This pattern contains 2 pattern pieceS. 
They are as follows: 
A - - RIGHT LEG & LEFT ARM TUBE 
B - - LEFT LEG & RIGHT ARM TUBE 

WET STICK METHOD INSTRUCTIONS: 
For a "no seams at the neck doll" cast and 
release your doll as usual. When the head 
and torso reach the leather-hard stage - -

(a) Trim out the leg holes on the torso 
following the bottom edge of the hip bone 
and buttocks. Leave the crotch intact. The 
front part of the leg hole is oval shaped and 
slightly higher than the pubic area. Round 
out the torso arm holes to the edge of the 
arm and slightly sloped at the underarm 
area. Smooth the torso arm and leg holes 
with a damp sponge or wet paintbrush. 
Enlarge the pourholes on each arm and leg 
to accomodate the armature and stuffing. 
(b) With a paint brush apply fresh slip 
(same color as doll) to the bottom of the 
neck and in the neck socket of the torso. 
Build up slip fairly thick around the neck 
where it joins the torso. 
. (c) When greenware is dry, scrape off 
excess slip with a scalpel or cleaning tool. 
(d) Then clean and Ure your doll as usual. 

SHOULDER PLA TE CONNECTOR (SPC) 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
(e) Place 20mm SPC into neck of doll with 
the wooden button down. 
(f) Place head on torso and push the spring 
down so that the cotter pin goes through 
the holes of the neck and torso. HINT
Push the spring down with the eraser end 
of a pencil or your thumb. 
(g) With a pair of hemostats, insert the 
metal bar through the armhole and into the 
eye of the cotter pin. 

ARMATURE DIAGRAM 
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